TRAVEL SECURITY
CORPORATE PROGRAM

PACKAGES
SERVICES

CORE

PRO

INTEGRAL

Access to the travel security portal
Access to the GardaWorld Travel Security app
Self-registration of trips to enable tracking
Alerts broadcasted 24/7 to administrators and travelers/expatriates
24/7 notifications in case of a critical incident
24/7 emergency hotline
Crisis response (coverage determined by your insurance provider)
Access to the comprehensive travel tracking solution, including
dashboard, global mapping, mass notifications, and 2-way communication
(up to 5 admin for PRO)
Proactive monitoring of registered travelers1
Automated Passenger Name Record (PNR) data for travel tracking2
Crisis Messenger Standard GPS app: check-in (no data roaming)3
Pre-departure memo and notifications (standard)
Pre-departure memo and notifications: fully customizable
Configuration of the fully customizable Travel Security program according to the
company's established standards
Online management of assets and physical sites
Customization of the platform, communication materials, etc.
Internal coordinator assigned to travel security program
(part-time or full-time, if needed)*
Crisis Messenger GPS Premium app: send out an SOS (+standard features)3
GPS Tracker Satellite devices4
Coverage in case of kidnapping for ransom or extortion

Available as standalone services

Coverage in the event of a crisis, including facing an active shooter situation

LEXICON
1

All employees potentially affected by a crisis will be geolocated, alerted and given instructions.

2

Carlson Wagonlit Travel, AMEX, Egencia or BCD Travel included, additional cost for other feeds.

3

A cross-carrier app that allows mobile teams to instantly send their GPS location and status to company decision-makers, even without data
roaming. Android and iOS smartphones. App version 7.0

4

GPS Tracker™ is a standalone GPS/satellite device that, thanks to the Iridium satellite network, allows employees working in remote areas
to send their GPS position and status (check-in, SOS, ect.) manually or automatically at any time. The GPS Tracker™ makes it possible to
locate mobile travelers when the usual means of communication are interrupted.
*Option, available as standalone service

